
 

 

 

 
 

No.SNEA/Kerala/2018-19/II/115        dated at TVM                 the 02/07/2020  
To 

Sh. C V Vinod, 
Chief General Manager Telecom,  
BSNL, Kerala Circle, 
Thiruvananthapuram-33 
 

Respected Sir, 

Sub:  Filling up of  Hindi translators to TVM, MLP and TCR BAs 

Ref: HR-NE/5-8/2020-21/6 dtd at TVPM the 25.06.2020 

 

As per the letter cited under reference, volunteers are called from Junior and Senior Hindi 

translators for posting at TVM, MLP and TCR BAs. It is learnt that long stay particulars of the cadres 

will be taken to fill the vacancies if sufficient candidates are not expressing willingness. In this 

regard the following points may be considered for your kind consideration. 

1. In the year 2005 BSNL re-designated AD(OL) cadre as Rajbhasha Adhikaris and formulated a 

new recruitment Rule 2005 for promotion to the post of Rajbhasha Adhikaris. Earlier the 

cadre was a circle cadre. As per this new Recruitment Rule 2005 the cadre was made All 

India cadre and was decided to conduct LICE for promotion to the post of Rajbhasha 

Adhikari. 

2. Department conducted LICE to the post of Rajbhasha Adhikaris in various circles on various 

dates. In Kerala Circle the examination was conducted on 10.01.2008 for the existing 11 

vacancies and result was declared on 29.03.2008. Another LICE was conducted on 

23.05.2010 for two new vacancies sanctioned in 2008 and the result also declared on 

21.10.2010. But in officiating AD(OL)s somehow managed to with hold the promotion all 

these years by approaching different court of laws.  
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3.  The posting as per the above examinations were not carried out in the circle as there was 

some court direction to fill up the  existing vacancies as per the pre-amended rule. 

4. Finally Supreme Court announced final judgement in favour of BSNL (LICE candidates) and 

the review petition is listed for judgement this week end. 

5. 12 candidates were qualified in the competitive examination held in the year 2008 and 2010 

and are waiting for promotion for the last 12 years.  

6. Most of the LDCE qualified officials are ladies. 

7.  It may be noted that    some of these officers were working  in the cadre of ADOL for more 

than 20 years and waiting for their regularisation either under new rule or under old rule. 

In this juncture, it is requested that till the announcement of the final court verdict, the transfer of 

these  candidates to the shortage BAs may be kept pending  considering the prolonged stalemate 

these officers are facing on their promotions and  the difficulty of commutation facility and stay 

arrangement in the prevailing situation of covid-19 pandemic spreading. 

 It is also requested that  BSNL corporate office may be impressed upon  for the early final disposal 

of the case pending  in Hon. Supreme Court on the matter since only Kerala Circle is unable to fill 

up the vacancies for the last  20 years. 

 

Thanking You, 

Sincerely Yours 

 

Jithesh K P 
Circle Secretary 

                                 SNEA Kerala Circle 
 
Copy to Shri Sathesh.R, GM (HR&Admin), Kerala Circle 
 

       


